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toyman and Scholar
LESLIE PAUL
RESIDENT LECTURESHIP
Leslie Paul, British sociologist and writer, will be Visiting Fell-
ow in Residence at Kenyon College for the second semester of
the current academic year.
Mr. Paul's latest book The Deployment and Payment oj the
Clergy, was described by the Angelican Bishop of Lincoln as
"the most important document . ever to come before a Church
Assembly." A recent story in Time magazine calls it "an incis-
ive, reform-demandi- ng anatomy of Christian Britain and the
Church of England" and Newsweek magazine predicts that it
"should start a major clerical controversary."
An Anglican layman, Mr. Paul
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Leslie Paul
Peace Corps to Send
Campus a Volunteer
By Richard Lee
John McGinn, a Peace Corps
volunteer returned from Ghana,
will be in Gambier Monday,
February 10 for Kenyon's "Peace
Corps Day." McGinn will man a
booth in Pierce Hall to answer
student's questions about the
Corps, visit classes, and attend a
luncheon. That evening he will
appear at an informed meeting
with interested students.
Kenyon men who are inter-
ested in joining the Peace Corps
will be able to take the one-ho- ur
Peace Corps placement test here
on Friday, February 15. Accord-
ing the the Corps, "There is
no passing score. Test results
merely help the Peace Corps Se-
lection Division evaluate a can-
didate's abilities in various skill
areas." The test is open to all re-
gardless of whether they have
applied previously for a post with
the Corps.
APPEAL FOR INDIA
NEARING ITS GOAL
After ten days of intense cam-
paigning, the $700 goal of the
Kenyon Appeal for India is now
in sight. Most students nave been
contacted in their divisions and
85'f of those contacted have do-
nated to the appeal.
With three divisions still to re-Po- rt
and with most of the faculty
yet to be contacted, $650 has al-
ready been collected. Appeal
chairman Myron Harrison is quite
Pleased that last year's total has
already been nearly doubled.
The Collegian will carry a com-
plete report on the appeal after
the final results are in.
ACCEPTING
is well known in England as a
writer on philosophical and reli-
gious subjects. He has little for-
mal education but has the dis-
tinction of being awarded the de-
gree of M.A. by the Archbishop
of Canterbury in recognition of
his contribution to the life and
thought of the Church. Two auto-
biographical books, The Boy
Down Kitchener Street and An-
gry Young Man, describe his
varied experiences as journalist,
labor organizer, onetime Marxist
and atheist, and his return to
Christianity.
Some of his other books are
The Annihilation of Man, an
expes:: of Marxism ?nd Fascism
The Meaning of Human Exis-
tence, Sir Thomas More, Per-Con- t.
on page 3, Col 4
University of Chicago Names
Aldrich to Awards Committee
Professor Virgil Aldrich is one
of six men named to a selection
committee for awarding fellow-
ships to scholars wishing to pur-
sue advanced studies in the hu-
manities. Aldrich, Guy Despard
Goff Professor of Philosophy and
past president of the Western Di-
vision of the American Philoso-
phical Association, has been with
the Kenyon philosophy depart-
ment since 1946.
The program, announced by
George Wells Beade, president of
the Universtiy of Chicago, will
provide within three years the
sum of $250,000 for 45 fellow-
ships leading to the Ph.D. degree.
In announcing the scholarship
program, Dr. Beadle said, "The
need is urgent. Too long we, as
a nation, bemoaned the plight of
the humanities as the orphan of
scholarly pursuits.
"The swift advance in scienti-
fic knowledge and that strong
emphasis given to the need for
scientists should not obscure the
base on which so much civilized
enterprise rests our knowledge
and understanding of our herit-
age as human beings.
"Chicago University seeks to
help redress the balance by plac-
ing more emphasis on scholarly
pursuit in the humanities."
Aldrich says the University's
program is part of a strong move
to bring support of the humani-
ties up to par with that of science,
mathematics and foreign lan-
guages. He noted that finances for
recognition of the humanities
must be secured from foundation
IBM BOLSTERS
MATH PROGRAM
The honors mathematics pro-
gram will be expanded into a
four year course of study with a
$50,000 grant from the IBM cor-
poration. The bulk of the grant
will be used to hire an additional
faculty member, which will allow
an addition of three to four
courses to the math curriculum.
"I think to do the program well
which we've outlined is a major
task it's not ideal in any sense,
for the needs of mathematicians
are constantly changing but
we can do a job that is as good as
any college's without a Ph.D.
program," commented Professor
Finkbeiner, chairman of the math
department.
Professor Finkbeiner, pointed
out the shortage of qualified
mathematicians today. The new
program, according to Finkbeiner,
will attract top notch students.
Already brochures and letters
have been mailed out to 600 sec-
ondary schools. Finkbeiner ex-
pects that in one college genera-
tion we will have about half a
dozen high powered students in
each class.
A big drawback, according to
Finkbeiner. is that tbrp is no
special scholarship available to
budding math students. Hence the
Cont. on page 8, Col. 2
or government sources. Dr. Al-
drich sees this move by the Uni-
versity of Chicago as one of many
'tributaries' which he hopes will
develop into a national foundation
for the humanities on the order
of the National Science Founda-
tion, which provides generous
grants for study and research in
the sciences.
The Chicago fellowship pro-
gram for graduate students will
carry stipends of $4,250 a year,
including $1,170 for tuition and
fees. In addition, each fellow
elected will be eligible for an
Cont. on page 8, Col 5
Editorship Accepted
By Professor Harvey
Professor Edward Harvey,
chairman of the Kenyon College
French department, has recently
consented to serve in an editor-
ial capacity with the Modern Lan-
guage Journal, official publication
of the National Federation of
Modern Language Teachers As-
sociations, Inc.
Dr. Harvey, who has been as-
sociated with Kenyon since 1948,
will be review editor for French
books. The position will be in ad-
dition to his regular teaching at
the College.
Currently vice-preside- nt of the
Central States Modern Language
Teachers Association, Prof. Har-
vey has been a regular contribu-
tor of reviews and articles to the
Journal.
A. P. in Graduate Schools
DEAN HAYWOOD PROPOSES
ACADEMIC ACCELERATION
At the January 20 meeting of
the Great Lakes Colleges Associa-
tion, Dean of the College Bruce
Haywood presented a promising
program of advanced placement
for undergraduate students
which would allow the earning of
an advanced degree in less time.
On the average, three years are
necessary for obtaining a Masters
degree, five for a Ph.D. in
the social sciences, and eight for
the Ph.D. in the humanities. Hay-
wood's plan could cut down the
period by as much as an entire
Webster Edges Fisher
For Hika Editorship
Hank Webster '65 was elected
to the postiion of editor HIKA
magazine last week. Jeffrey Fish-
er '65 was the other applicant.
Webster, a junior reading for
honors in English, presented a
comnrehensive program planned
to expand the HIKA to include
critical essays, satire, philosophic
papers, art, and editorial com-
ment.
"We need material and money,"
Webster pleaded. "All material
wil be carefully considered and
anxiously awaited . . . any bits
or pieces, ragged soup-bon- es you
wish to throw my way." But
when queried whether he intend-
ed to return HIKA to its former
glory, Webster responsed, "Yep."
Webster hopes to have his first
issue out two weeks after spring
vacation. It will include a critical
discussion of Beaux Stratagem, a
guest contributor, and an editor-
ial. With this latter, Webster,
hopes to keep his finger "on the
pulse of Kenyon life."
With his staff of Fred McGav-ra- n,
Waren Iwasa, Jim Branagan,
Ed Edahl and Jim Pendexter,
Webster is "looking forward to
putting out a damn fine literary
magazine."
Emeritus Professor
In a simple service held Monday afternoon in the Church of
the Holy Spirit, friends within and without the Kenyon Com-
munity paid final tribute to Raymond DuBois Cahall, Emeritus Pro-
fessor of History, dead at the age of 80. He was a native of Mans-
field, O., but lived in Gambier since joining the faculty of the Col-
lege in 1915. T
A member of the Class of 1908,
' V .
Professor Cahall was active as an -
undergraduate in both the Glee - k
Club and the Beta Theta Pi fra-
ternity. He was distinguished at
graduation by election to Phi
Beta Kappa. He went on to Co-
lumbia University for his Ph.D.
in history, and spent brief per-
iods teaching at both Miami and
Ohio State Universities. His
teaching endeavors on the Hill
were aimed at "teaching the de-
tails of the emerging world re-
sponsibilities of our country" to
his student.
Cont. on page 8, Col 1
year, thus inducing more students
to enter into graduate studies.
Haywood commented that out-
side examiners of Kenyon honors
candidates have often said
that the performances have been
of Master's degree quality; his
program would give graduate
credit for such outstanding under-
graduate scholarship and at the
same time bring into proper per-
spective a Masters degree earned
at a state university by an aver-
age graduate student and a Bach-
elor degree earned at a better
institution by a top-not- ch un-
dergraduate.
"We must be aware," Haywood
said, "of the trends of the future
to articulate the high school, col-
lege, and graduate programs to
break the lockstep all the way
through the process of education.
It would be a major step for-
ward if we could cut down the
time required for graduate de-
grees by one year."
"We must break the idea," he
continued, "of terminal educa-
tion. Education is a life-tim- e pro-
cess, and there must be continued
interest in science by English
majors and in the humanities by
science majors."
Although the program is "very
vague at this point," the GLCA
has decided to meet to formulate
some concrete suggetsion. It was
generally agreed that the pro-
gram should be initiated in the
English, mathematics, and his-
tory departments of the several
institutions. Haywood expressed
an interest in starting a pilot pro-
gram between the member col-
leges of the GLCA and the Big
Ten universities.
He was optimistic that the
shorter graduate commitments
would in some degree mitigate
the serious shortage of teachers
in America, a problem high-
lighted by the fact that none of
the fifty-fiv- e new Ph.D.'s from
M.I.T. in the last two years have
entered the teaching profession.
Cahall Succumbs
1
V
Professor Cahall
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PAGE TWO
Toivards Academic Excellence
Gordon Keith Chalmers is gone, but his unrelenting and suc-
cessful efforts to raise academic standards and to elevate the College
to a position of leadership among American educational institutions
are not forgotten. Under his presidency The Kenyan Review began,
and through his membership in the community of scholars the Col-
lege obtained many superior faculty members. His dedication and
dynamic personality brought Kenyon national recognition.
One of his most notable brain children, "The Kenyon Plan for
Advanced Placement," quickly matured into a nation-wid- e pro-
gram that improved and intensified American curricula. Now called
the Advanced Placement Program under the direction of the Edu-
cational Testing Service, it has been adopted by innumerable col-
leges and has by its very nature virtually revolutionalized high
school instruction.
With the succession of F. Edward Lund came a reorganization
of the College plans for development. His efforts were directed to-
wards physical expansion of the College, and successful financial
drives provided a larger budget that allowed renovation of two up-
per class dormitories, an addition to Peirce Hall, a new freshman
dormitory, a new library, a housing project for Bexely students, a
new science building, and expansion of the mathematics and psy-
chology departments.
But the time has again come for Kenyon's position in the aca-
demic community to be given prime consideration. We have spent
enough time in making the College architecturally attractive. Lund
has often said, "First things first." Well let us now proceed to the
"second thing." We must dedicate ourselves to developing the capa-
bility of inspiring and fulfilling an ernest desire for an unparalleled
liberal arts education. Now that structural plans for the future been
made, let us make serious academic plans.
A heartening step in the right direction is the recent ruling of
the Self-Stu- dy Committee to abolish the accumulative average as
the major yardstick in determining a student's achievement and
intellectual worth. Still more encouraging is the foresight and per-ceptiven- ess
of Dean Haywood's proposal to the Great Lakes Col-
leges Association to institute an advanced placement program in
co-operat- ion with the graduate schools.
One hopes that this new activity represents only the first of
many progressive actions which will revive within an improved
Kenyon community the faded spirit of Gordon Keith Chalmers and
his dedication to academic excellence.
On the Language Laboratory
Recent grants to the College have been encouraging. The Gan-te- r
legacy not only augments faculty salaries, but also provides for
the beautifying of the college grounds. The sparse library book bud-
get has been enhanced by a $5,000 yearly endowment from the Wil-
liam Wyant Fund.
Yet the proposal for a language lab, deemed a necessity by the
Dean of the College, has received scant support. The lab is not a frill.
Five thousand labs in operation in high schools and colleges today
attest to their efficacy. Letters from the United States government,
from graduate schools and businesses stress the need for fluent
mastery of a foreign tongue. Mr. Hecht of the Department of Ger-
man, is convinced that students using the lab can learn to speak a
foreign language more effectively and more easily than without
the languarge laboratory experience.
Unlike most other proposals, the language lab can be a money
making operation. If installed, a summer language school, similar
to the one now in operation at Middlebury College, could be estab-
lished at Kenyon. Since no other such language school exists in
Ohio, we could draw a top faculty and many students. Its success,
like that of Middlebury's, would be insured.
The establishment of the summer language school in the sense-
lessly idle college classrooms is certainly financially sound, and it
would increase the educational services that a college of Kenyon's
repute should provide.
Some grieved professors lack confidence in the labs. But pro-
fessors who have actually taught with them attest to their use-
fulness. Perhaps their pessimism about raising the necessary money,
some $30,000, makes them reticent in giving their support.
But already the Beaumont Foundation has contributed $1,000
for language laboratory construction. Appeals to Ohio foundations
have proved unsuccessful mainly because their resources are limited,
and are allocated for local colleges.
But for want of some $29,000, Kenyon is not only doing a dis-
service to its students by not providing superior language facilities,
but is also missing the opportunity to establish a prestigious,
financially sound summer language school. If we dally, other colleges
will take the initiative. A concerted effort should be made to sup-
port one of the few proposals that seems both necessary and
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The only way that democracy can be made bearable is by developing and cherishing a class of men sufficiently hc.
est and disinterested to challenge the prevailing quacks. No such class has ever appeared in strength in the United
;.... Th, .h. k;n.. of harassina the auacks devolves upon the newspapers. When they fail in their duty, which
is usually, we are at the quack's mercy.
Letters to Editor
COLLINS AND COCKS
CLASH OVER DAY
TO THE EDITOR:
I have heard just about enough
criticism of Doris Day by "John
Cocks the Invincible." Miss Day,
ever since her unparalleled per-
formance in Love Me or Leave
Me, has been considered one of
the finest actresses of the Ameri-
can cinema. She is apple pie,
freckles, and lilacs all in one. In
short, Doris Day is an American
institution.
Thomas R. Collins
So was the Hula Hoop.
John Cocks
ALUMNUS PRAISES
LAB PROPOSAL
The following letter was received
by Mr. E. Hecht of the German
department.
Dear Mr. Hecht:
I liked very much your vigor-
ous and well documented state-
ment on the need for an elec-
tronic language laboratory for the
College. Unfortunately, the col-
umns of the Collegian do not
necessarily reach the people who
count in these matters. Why not
propose to the Bulletin that it do
a series on future needs and pro-
jects and then your article could
reach a wider audience. It is fool-
ish for any administration to
smother projects because they
don't have a high "priority" rat-
ing. Sometimes a potential donor
is more interested in one type of
project than another; and he is
accordingly some times more
willing to make funds available
more promptly than for some
thing in which he is not inter-
ested.
I am also very enthusiastic
about your of a summer language
institute. Every since the demise
of the Kenyon School of Letters
I have wondered vaguely what
we could do. I, for one, as you
may know, like Gambier very
much in the summer. Your sta-
tistics concerning Middlebury
suddenly make the project seem
very feasible. By pressing on this
front as you simultaneously press
on the laboratory front, you may
end up with both; since the lat-
ter is obviously imperative to the
former.
I wish you luck and fortitude.
To take up causes in Gambier
is not only an exhausting experi-
ence, but, given the provincially
personal nature of the Commu-
nity, it is frequently an an ex
cruciating one.
Richard Lee Francis '52
Department of English
Brown University
How is this for a philosophy
of evolution: in the beginning
was instinct. Whatever lived and
moved was moved and directed
by instinct. For such creatures
there was no conscious past or
future. They did not consciously
intend or mean to engage in the
obsessive or compulsive behavior
that was their life. They were
just moved by the subtle neural
mechanisms in them, triggered
by conditions in the environment
light and dark, cold and warm,
dry and moist. Nature, as the
set of such conditions functioning
like a radar system, regulated
their movements completely and
unerringly. It was all one big
automatism, of the pre-reflecti- ve
sort.
Then human consciousness
emerged, to take over the con-
trols from nature. This at first
made men feel like outcasts and
PROFESSORS, DEAN
GIVE SUPPORT TO
LANGUAGE LAB
In a Collegian poll, Kenyon's
language professors supported Mr.
Hecht's language lab proposal
(Collegian, Jan. 17.) Though
most of the teachers would wel-
come a language lab, none felt
the need was urgent enough to
demand its immediate construc-
tion.
Dean Bruce Haywood, Chair-
man of the German Department,
enthusiastically supports his col-lag- ue
Hecht. When asked if Ken-
yon needed the lab, he responded
"Emphatically yes."
Professor Browne, Spanish De-
partment chairman observed:
"It's not the only way to learn
a language, but it can be helpful.
I would welcome a language lab
in the future, but would not say
we should buy one right now.
But certainly it can be a definite
aid.
French Professor Harvey, was
more reserved in his judgment.
"I am not hostile to such a plan,
but I'm personally not that en-
thusiastic. If Mr. Hecht were to
build one, I certainly wouldn't
oppose it. I wouldn't want to do
much of the dull drill work I
think students get pretty blase
about it. But a complete oral-visu- al
center might be useful
even as a place in which we
could show interesting French
films."
Mr. Seymour of the French de-
partment also expressed approval
of Mr. Hecht's proposal.
All the professors interviewed
expressed support of Hecht's pro-
posal for a summer language
school. Haywood stated "We are
very much interested in such a
proposition and not only in for-
eign languages, either."
H. L. Mencken, in Minority Report
they dreamt of a garden when
they had lived in close intimac;
with nature, under her care. '
must have been some evil mistafc'
that had got them expelled fror
that paradise. Now it was as r
the only thing that would sav
them would be their own wis;
reflection on the lot of mar.
They became self-conscio- us, wit
pity and terror in their eyes e-
xpressing their sense of origins
sin for having departed frorr.
something wonderful. In th;
sweat of their brows they tills
the earth, cultivating it an:
themselves into a human nature
praying for help to the som-
ething that now seemed to tran-
scend all nature. Thus they gros
in relective wisdom and power
and in the tender consideratior
of one another as persons, all ir
the consciousness of the trad-
itional past and a future animate:
with hope.
But the floods and the droug'r.i:
!
and the pests continued to rava;
their crops. So little by little the; (
became technologists. They sa.:
to themselves, "By god, re; '
knowledge is power over nature j
and, as this technical know-h;- - j
grew, God receded from the p:: -
ture. Prayer became senseles :
and men began to look upon or: '
another as objects for use, not a;;
persons. Society became collect ;
vized under centralized regu!- -
tion, for the sake of greater tech :
nological production, and collet-- ,
tive power over other societies.
The best, the most valued, merr. ;
bers were now the technician.-- '
They produced articles that a:-tomate- d
even the consumers,
in the end had only to push b.:-- j
tons. There were fewer expre-siv- e
and artful human actici
for anybody to perform in i
society. The mind of the sock'
became mechanical. Its membtf
were moved, sometimes at tr-
emendous velocities by subtle elfi
trical and atomic energies, tr;i
gered now, not by natural co:
ditions, but by the artificial de
mands of technological intef.: -- i
gence become obsessive and cor i
pulsive. Little by little these crea- - i
tures lost their consciousness c:
the past and the future, immerse:
and carried in the current of tt-'- j
new technocracy. Again it Wj
all one big automatism, this tir;j
of a post-reflecti- ve sort.
Virgil C. Aldric1;
Due to the extreme amount o.' 1
time and money required I1' j
piiblish John Crowe Ransom: ;
A Tribute from the Commu- - j
nity of Letters, and in consid- - ;
eralion of the academic ;
derwater in which most of tl' ;
Collegian staff find themselvd ;
the next issue of the Collegia :
will --not appear until Febru-
ary 28.
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Philip Mosely
PROF. MOSELY TO
GIVE LECTURE ON
FOREIGN POLICY
Philip Mosely, Director of the
Columbia University European
Institute, will give a Gund Lec-
ture Feb. 28 on "The New Europe:
Challenge to American Ingenui-
ty."
Mosely was a member of the
Department of State from 1942-4- 6
in charge of planing post-
war settlements. During the war,
he served as advisor to Secretary
EIGHT COMPETE FOR
WILSON FELLOWSHIPS
Eight seniors traveled to Co-
lumbus in January to be inter-
viewed by officials of the Wood-ro- w
Wilson National Foundation.
Those selected for the fellowship,
which is dedicated to encourag-
ing promising students to enter
college teaching, will receive a
year's tuition, fees, and a living
allowance at a graduate school of
the Fellow's choice.
Those selected for interviews
of State Cordell Hull at the Mos-
cow Conference in 1943, at Lon-
don in 1944-4- 5, and at the Post-da- m
Conference in 1945. He ser-
ved as advisor to Secretary of
State Byrnes, and took part in
the Council of Foreign Ministers
meetings in London and Paris in
1945-4- 6.
Mosely has authored numerous
books and articles about Russian
and Balkan History, and on the
internal and foreign policies of
the Soviet Union and U.S. for-
eign policy.
He is interested in conferring
with any Kenyon senior inter-
ested in graduate work at Colum-
bia, including the various area in-
stitutes, the Department of Pub-
lic Law and Government (Inter-
national Relations), and the
School of International Affaris.
Seniors are devised to contact
Professor G. E. Myers.
THE GAMBIERER
Our man Philander barreled into the office Monday afternoon
looking for all the world distraught. Before we had time to ques-
tion our peripatetic observer as to his latest region of reference, he
planted on our desk a dispatch headed "Personal Journal of the
Plague Year" and commenced to ravin', "Nevermore." Sensing our
confusion, he croaked, "Read!" before firing two blue pills into his
mouth. As Philander reaches his public with more finality in print
we read:
"Thursday afternoon: Was just getting myself in gear for a
session with the unsettling tones of John Coltrane when was beset
by fever, headache, sorethroat, neuritis, and neuralgia was sick
to the point of combustion. The dance weekend was still too far
distant for me to quench my symptoms with the elixir d' vie, so I
elected to try my hand at the infirmary for the night. Envisioning
uncommonly soft beds, quiet, and a few rounds of checkers, I pleaded
my case to Nurse Miss Payne, a rubric that I later learned is poetic
justice indeed. She and her two orderlies, large silent chaps who
flap around in the middle of the night in oversize tennis shoes and
chino pants, outfitted me with bed and packet of anonymous blue
pills which I was instructed to down every four hours. Her last
admonition before taking off for other areas of the unilevel build-
ing was, "And by all means (shakes a finger), you keep that TEMP
down, 'cause that's why you're here; you just lie still in bed and
as soon as that TEMP goes down, you're free."
At that moment I couldn't fathom the last allusion to emanci-
pation.
I discovered the magazine rack, finding enough outdated
Life, Time, Sports Illustrated, Look, and Yale Records to outfit
seven Dental Clinics with enough remaining for three back-
woods barbershops. My disease days were not heightened by the
anticlimatic fare that I consumed e.g., "What's Ngo Dinh Diem's
Next Move?," shots of the Sultan of Zanzibar and his entourage. Nor
did my TEMP benefit after hours of Life magazine's Luce-i- d re-
porting. It never occurred to me before that Playboy is not the
only rag that runs a nude as a weekly feature. These Luce-kn- it
affairs manage to slip in a disrobed cutie with every production and
in a variety of handsome poses under even greater pretexts. For
all practical purposes, Miss Sano-Flush- 's TEMP might skyrocket if
she wore any more than the j-s- trap that Luce strings over her.
Sensing my immersion into an early stage of dementia praecox, I
laid down my Life and took up Look's trenchant analysis of
"Morality in America," a truly antediluvian survey. I was just arriv-
ing at the climax when the lights snapped off. Let Miss Payne ex-
plain: "Light's out. Gotta keep that TEMP down with plenty of rest
and fluids." We had guzzled our pineapple juice three minutes
previously.
I won't attempt a description of my fellow inmates. Suffice it
to say that nocturnal symphony that they provided was unsurpassed
in the pulmonary and anal division. I felt secure. Not exactly back
to the womb, but out there in the maternity ward sleeping confident
m the that body functions madeunrelenting lack of restraint my
aware.
THE KENYON COLLEGI A N
were William V. Coombs; Ken-
neth W. Gregg, Frederick Kluge;
Perry C. Lentz; Frank W. Mun-ge- r,
Jr.; Edward T. Ordman;
Richard M. Phelps, Jr.; and Jef-
frey W. Way.
In the Ohio-Michig- an district
920 students were recommended
by the faculty of their respective
colleges. Of these men only 317
were interviewed by the regional
nominating committee, which will
finally limit the group to seventy
candidates. The national nominat-
ing committee will itself select
an additional eighty students
from a hundred scholars chosen
by the regional committee.
In a conversation with Dean
Haywood, Hans Rosenhapt, Na-
tional Director of the Woodrow
Wilson Foundation expressed
amazement at the large number
of Kenyon seniors, representing
seven percent of the graduating
class, chosen for interviews.
"Any institution having more
than one percent of their appli-
cants interviewed is doing ex-
tremely well," he commented.
Last year, 1,457 winners of the
Woodrow Wilson Foundation Fel-
lowships were selected from the
9,767 candidates applying for the
honor. The awards are made pos-
sible by grants from the Ford
Foundation which has supported
an expanded program of fellow-
ships since 1957.
BEXLEY STUDENTS, WIVES AT
MclLVAINE AIR COMPLAINTS
Aroused by George Farr's de-
fense of the George S. Rider
Company in a recent letter to the
Collegian (January 17), several
Bexley students complained to
the Collegian about their accomo-
dations in the recently completed
Rider project, the Mcllvaine
Homas. Eager to ward of any
attacks on the impeccable college
architecture, the Collegian sent
two reporters to investigate the
situation.
They soon discovered that the
complaining was not unanmious.
The first comment encountered
was that "On the whole, we are
very well pleased." But many
residents agreed that the housing
units lacked architectural fore-
sight.
A majority of tenants objected
Leslie Paul . . .
Cont. from page 1, Col. 2
sons and Perception, and Son
of Man, a study of the life of
Jesus against the geographical
and political background of Pal-
estine.
While at Kenyon Mr. Paul will
deliver a series of sermons and
addresses and participate in a
seminar. He will also lecture at
a number of other colleges and
universities, including Trinity
College, the University of Virgin-
ia, the University of California,
and the University of Chicago.
That night I lusted after a drink of water. Feeling for the light
switch above my bed, I became conscious of plodding motion. I was
on wheels. Bending over to confirm this fantasy, I discovered that
indeed my bed was on wheels, and I had succeeded in pushing my-
self to the middle of the floor. Wary of cold feet, I deigned climbing
out of bed, but kayaked my return trip to the wall.
Friday: Morning of the second day. Awakened by the insertion
into my mouth of a cold, smooth glass shaft, the missile of the Great
God TEMP. Miss Payne regretfully announced that the morning dis-
charge list is uninhabited. Groans all around. I extorted my TEMP
out of a non-commit- tal orderly who assured me that I still had one.
Breakfast arrived, though it could well have saved itself the
trip. I am still trying to determine whether that was bacon or car-
mine parsley. That dispatched, I downed my pills and awaited the
millenium.
I was not too long in holding my breath when in strode Rev-
erend Richard Hettlinger who announced, as if in a mirthy mood:
"I'm on my way to a diocesan conference, and I just wanted to see
if there are any dead bodies I'd have to put away. "We asseverated
to their negative while I muttered under my breath something
about 'Dear and Glorious Physician'. The Padre smiled necromantic-all- y,
once more cast a cold eye over our lot, and exeunt.
The Holy Man's visit was balanced later that evening quite in
keeping with the allegory, by an audience with Officer Cass who
bopped in on his dance weekend tour of duty. Someone of course
pleaded innocent to violating women's visiting hours. Mr. Cass
smiled, peeked under the beds, and went about his appointed tasks.
The day progressed without incident before Frank Nitti's sister
put in an appearance. Nitti (we shall call him that because of the
striking resemblance) had a powerful crafty sibling who didn't at
all share his leonine features and scowling countenance. She was
blond and, from all reports, very affectionate. Another one of Frank's
sisters showed up later in the evening. She, too was blond and very
affectionate, which verifies her legitimacy.
Lights out crept up faster than you can say "Keep yer TEMP
down. End beds, east side, lulled us to sleep with a barracks wheeze.
"Great Escape." Some had, so II asked if anyone had seen the
proceeded to reveal my plan for taking the salient points of that
and "Stalag 17" to concoct our release. But alas! TEMP ruled
supreme.
Saturday: No Padre materialized to cheer us the next morning
Instead, I found at the foot of my bed Dean Tom, who treated me
to his critique of Mr. Coltrane's performance the previous evening.
He didn't understand it either.
That afternoon I took four strong glups of icewater before sub-
mitting to the afternoon TEMP recording. The ruse triumphed, and
that afternoon at 4:10 I became a free man. I rushed back to my
garret and extracted Dante's Purgatorio, read it and laughed.
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that there were no adequate study
facilities in the apartments. "If
one has no books or children, he
can eke out an academic exist-
ence, despite the lack of book
shelves and limited study space.
But the living room is not con-
ductive to study if your children
play cowboys and Indians every
night, as mine do." And even
the most satisfied resident of the
Mcllvaine apartments agreed
"There is a problem as far as the
studying is concerned, although
the construction itself is very
good."
The housewives were in general
agreement that the kitchen facili-
ties were quite adequate, but
most would be willing to sacrifice
cooking for studying space. "The
kitchen is a waste," one Bexley
wife observed. "There is too much
space between counters. They put
in a double oven and range tops,
which was unnecessary."
Some reference was made to
"architectural stupidity" on the
part of the designers. Although
the living rooms are commodious
the bedrooms are cramped. But
the actual size of the living rooms
are cut down by doors that open
illogically into the living room
instead of the hallway.
"It's obvious that the man who
designed these apartments never
built homes before," one affable
Bexley wife proferred. She point-
ed to the thermostat on the wall,
which was placed directly behind
the oven. "When you bake a pie
the heat goes off," she lamented.
One budding minister keeps the
drapes drawn in the middle of
the day. "The wind comes
through the windows," he ex-
plained, "and to prevent drafts
it has to be pretty dark in here.
They offered to give us plastic
sheets, but they don't look too
nice." When asked if the windows
are drafty one housecoated wo-
man responded emphatically, "Oh
my, yes!"
Another astute resident ques-
tioned the choice of marble win-dowsil- ls,
which cause water to
condense and drip down the
walls, cracking the plaster.
In addition, heating seems to
be a major problem. One Bexley
man sourly related that the heat
is too expensive. "It was extra-
vagant last winter," he bemoaned,
"and even though they adjusted
the heating system during the
summer, the cost of heating is
still high." He explained that heat
flows from the central heating
system to each apartment down
the row. If the tenant at the end
turns up his thermostat to a com-
fortable level, the apartments in
the middle become too hot. "I
have to go over to my neighbor's
at three in the morning to turn
their thermostat down so my
apartment is bearable," he com-
plained.
A divinity student's wife sum-
med the situation up by saying,
"Considerable money could have
been saved through more effi-
cient planning. The construction
is good, but it's poorly designed."
She demurely pointed to the
wrought iron mailboxes set into
the front wall, totally useless,
since Gambier has no mailmen.
"It's heaven compared to the
V.A. housing I lived in after the
war," one middle aged seminar-
ian ejaculated. Thus the investi-
gation confirmed the Collegian's
original high opinion of the Rider
Company's work. It's comforting
to know that its standards are
above those of the United States
Government.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH MODEL AIRPLANES
Sewannee, Tennessee Scale - Flying - Plastic Where Kenyon men are always welcome
Announces STAMP AND COIN for breakfast, snacks, or dinner.
A 1964 SUMMER SESSION FOR SUPPLIES
MEN AND WOMEN
STUNT AND
Eight weeks; June 22-Augu- st 15 SPORT ENGINES THE VILLAGE INNLiberal arts curriculum
Forest environment John's Hobby
Sewannee Summer Music Center Pipes Imported Candies Tobaccos
For the Summer School Bulletin Center
address the Director of the Summer School 23 West Vine St.
In person !'! !
THE AMBASSADOR OF JAZZ
LOUIS "Satchmo" ARMSTRONG
Mershon Auditorium OSU
Friday, February 14-- 8 p.m.
Reserved Seats: $4, $3.50, $2.75, $2, $1.25
Reservations: Phone 293-235- 4
Or Mershon Ticket Office, 30 West 15th, Columbus 10
Shady Springs
Ski Trails
Just south of Columbus on state
route 33, 7 miles north of Lancaster
at Carroll, Ohio. Features four rope
tows - lighted area large warm
lodge, qualified sM school and snow
making machinery.
Featuring class parties Ski Equipment
Rentals and Group Rates.
Featuring
Class Parties,
Ski Equipment Rentals
& Group Rates.
Now that the warm weather brings you into Mount Vernon . .
Dine or Snack at:
THE HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
MAIN STREET, MOUNT VERNON
C1NAMMON ROLLS
PINEAPPLE TART
GLAZED DONUTS
APPLE FILLED
JELLY FILLED
CAKE ICED
CAKE STICK
CAKE SUGAR
THE DONUT HOLE
ON THE SQUARE
THE
KENYON COLLEGE
SHOP
The lowest prices in Gambier . . .
The largest selection of pipes in Knox County . .
The finest Kenyon sweatshirts in Ohio
MAIL ORDERS CHEERFULLY ACCEPTED
GUITARS, GUNS, ICE SKATES
WESTERN WEAR
Woolrich Hunting Clothes
PEG'S PAWN SHOP
1 7 West Vine St.
FOOD BEER CANDY
DOROTHY'S LUNCH
IN GAMBIER
The People's Bank
Member of Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
Gambler, Ohio
9 WEST VINE STREET
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO
PHONE 597-193- 1
0$
Knox Beverage
Company
393-- 1 856
For Quality
Dry Cleaning
and Shirt Service
It's B AIR'S
S West Hih (just off Square)
First-Kno- x
National Bank
Established 1847
MOUNT VERNON
FREDERICKTOWN
CENTERBURG
DANVILLE
Shirts by Gant
Sport Coats by Cricketeer
Jackets by Lakeland
Bass Weejuns
Clark Desert Boot
Sport Belts
Top-Side- rs
Sweaters
Lemasters
Main St., Mount Vernon, Ohio
Soft Drinks
Party Supplies
Soaps and Bleaches
BEST FRESH FRUIT
KOKOSING
MARKET
8:00 to 6:00 DAILY
Close Wednesday Noon
Flowers by
WALKERS
392-891- 1
On road to Mount Vernon
MAGAZINES
TOBACCOS
CIGARS
PIPES
Brining News
12 West Vine St.
WHAT'S
NEW
IN THE FEBRUARY
ATLANTIC?
Vance Packard: "The Invasion ofPrivacy": Information is power. This
revealing; article shows how much and
tiow and by whom it is being ferreted
out about Americans.
"Exhibitionship": An expostulation by
Ernst H. Gombrich, prompted in part
by the decision to send the Venus
de Milo to Japan for the Olympics.
"Is There a New Germany?": Martha
Gollhorn reports an whether the young-
er generation in Germany could in time
be responsible for "a new Germany".
n.rs .-i- n .-m.A- STic extra
"The Ghastly Blank": Alan Moore-hea- d
describes the first exploration of
the vast central part of Austr alia.
And poetry by William Stafford,
Thomas Hornsby Forril, Robnrt .
Graves, Fergus Alien, Stuart M
Hemsley and 4 new poets
Month in, month out
The Atlantic's editors
seek out exciting ex
pressions of new andprovocative ideas. wAnd whether the-.- e
expressions take the
form of prose or po
etry, fact or fiction,
they always attain a
, einarkably hir.h level
of academic value 0and liter ai y inter estMake room in your ONlite for I he Atlantic
Get a copy today. SALENOW
KNOX COUNTY
AUTOMOBILE CLUB
Complete
Travel
Service
Phone 392-482- 1
Mount Vernon's
Best
PIZZA
PIZZA VILLA
NEW LOCATION
10 EAST OHIO AVE.
PHONE 392-896- 6
Clip and Save
Still looking for a sweater, parka, or some accessory?
TRY
WORLEY'S
Where
each sale saves you money.
MAIN STREET, MOUNT VERNON
Fritz Lang's
iM
and
Karel Reisz'
WE ARE THE LAMBETH BOYS
All Shows 60c Time:
BARNCORD'S SHOE
REPAIR
ON THE SQUARE
Soling and Heeling
Need a shirt, trousers, suit cleaned
right away?
Campus Cleaners
Specializes in rush orders . . . with-
out that "Rush Order" look.
OPEN DAILY 9-- 5
OHIO'S FRST
(i .rwu
NEW LiftsNEW
Two New
.... V
7
H.ill Douhle Ch.iir I itt
Five Electric Rope Tows
Lighted
Nalion.il
ust
Roblee
EdgeMen
Nunn-Bus- h
P. F.'s including
JACK PURCELL MODEL
SHOE CARE NEEDS
MAGER'S
Quality Footwear
Main Street, Mount Vernon, 0.
GELSANLITER'S
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
RCA VICTOR
Radios
Record Players
8:30, Fri. and Sun. Rosse Ho!
New Paperbacks from:
Doubleday Bobbs-Merrii- l j
Harper Norton
Chicago Ann Arbor j
- PLUS i
The Pious Pornographers Willie" j
Iverson; As I Lay Dying Willi",
Faulkner; Self-Renew- al John
Gardner; The Wasted American '!
Edgar May. J
AND I
The 1964 World Almanac j
The Famiy of Man '
And more at:
The
Kenyon College
Bookstore
AND FINEST SA7 RESORT
nSnowTrailsa
u MANSFIELD i
SlopesNEW Excitement!
T-R.- ir t ifl: Swiss B.irn lodge I
Hot Food, Bevenges I
Beer and Wine I
tquipment Two Firephce Lounges I
Slopes D.iily Ski School Classes J
for NirM Skiing Complete Ski Shop M
Ski Patrol Rent.il Skis, Boots, Poles j
bnow-M.ikiti- R
Groomed
2 minulos fioni IntorsLito 71 & Ohio 13 I
Write for FRFE FcUier
SNOW TRAILS SKI AREA
I'.O. Ho 1(0 M,inMiH,J, Ohio
S K C I O V T W
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NEW BEETHOVEN
RECORDING BY DDG
IS A MASTERPIECE
by Richard Fein
There are numerous antholog-
ies of Beethoven's complete
symphonies. Perhaps the major
virtue of such anthologies is that
the pervasive unity and develop-
ment of the works can best be
realized through the unified in-
terpretation of a single conduct-
or and orchestra. Also, with the
broad variation in recording
techniques and quality today, a
consistency in this respect should
greatly improve listener's satisf-
action.
Deutsche Grammaphon Gesell-scha- ft
has just issued the com-
plete symphonies of Beethoven
performed by the Berliner Phil-harmoni- ker
conducted by Herb-
ert Von Karajan (Mono KL-1- 8;
Stero SKL-11-8- ). In overall in-
terpretive mastery, artistic virtuo-
sity, and recording quality, the
anthology outranks any of the
others in its class and also any of
the individual recordings of each
symphony. It has been appro-
priately awarded a Grand Prix
du Bisque.
Perhaps the best way to give
one an idea of the stylistic uni-
queness of the performances is to
briefly compare some of them to
other well-know- n performances.
For example, in the case of the
"Eroica," Monteux, conducting
the Vienna Philharmonic, takes
the first movement a little slug-
gishly. However, Toscanini, with
the NBC Symphony Orchestra,
moves through it more quickly
in a highly staccato manner. Von
Karajan takes the movement al-
most as fast as Toscanini, but
much more delicately in the soft
Cont. on page 6. Col. 3
THE VLAGH QUARTET
FOUND OUTSTANDING
By Alex McNamara
Performing before a surprisi-
ngly large audience, which near-
ly filled Gambier's music center
Rosse Hallthe Vlach Quartet
displayed much talent and versa-
tility in their performance of
quartets by Haydn, Prokofiev,
and Metana. The Quartet's pro-
gram brought to Gambier works
rarely heard here and featured
the four as a closely knit group,
and as solo musicians in their own
right.
The Quartet began the concert
with Haydn's Quartet in D major
and quickly raised the enthusiasm
of the audience, which had been
somewhat reserved in greeting
the Quartet. Particularly notice-
able in Haydn's quartet was
the beautiful rich tone obtained
by cellist Viktor Moucka.
The Kabardni String Quartet
No. 2 by Prokofiev requires a
great deal of technical skill from
the musicians as individuals yet
it is essential that the four per-
formers function as a unit. The
interpretation given this work by
the Vlach Quartet did not at all
disappoint us. The intonation was
superb throughout some very de-
manding passages. Josef Vlach
Cont. on page 6, Col. 3
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Here are 6 of the imposing ancestors who convey a
production of "Rosmersholm" through their one din
got from his grandmother who lived at th
by Jeffrey Fisher
The Phoenix Theatre was born
from the ashes in a converted
movie house on 2nd Avenue in
1953. It's producers, Norris
Houghton and T. Edward Ham-bleto- n,
stated as their purpose in
bringing it into being: ". . . we
sought to release actors, direc-
tors, playwrights and designers
from the pressures forced on
them by the hit-or-fl- op pattern
of Broadway, a pattern that too
often had limited their freedom
to create. We sought also to pro-
vide for the public a playhouse
.
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.
'
-
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within the means of everyone,
wherein New Yorkers might see
new and old plays that are no
likely to be produced elsewhere
because of these same pressures."
In spite of the gloomy predic-
tions of Shubert Alley oracles,
the Phoenix was a success in its
first year of production. "Having
created such an organization, we
find it very exciting to observe
and participate in the spirit of
exhilaration that pervades the
actors and others working on pro-
duction. It is a spirit which is
matched by that of our audience."
1 V i
i
feeling of ancestral majesty and domination i
it i
lension as backdrops. Mike O'Brien '67 sketched the figures from pic- -i
same time and in the same town as Ibsen.
CHARACTER INTERPRETATIONS CITED AS
KEY TO "ROSiyiERSHOUVT PRESENTATION
by Michael Birtwistle
To allow the director to appear
in print before the presentation
of the play is risky business. He
is tempted to make excuses for
those elements of the production
he feels will be weak. Perhaps
he will even resort to the familiar
"Well, of course this play isn't
the author's best ..." I will do
none of these. Instead, I'd like to
introduce some of the problems
the play presents.
The fact is that Rosmersholm,
in my opinion, is one of Ibsen's
more interesting plays, and is a
play with unusual elements that
make it particularly stimulating
to work with. It is a link between
Ibsen's best known plays, those
dealing primarily with social
problems and their effects on
characters, and his later plays
in which he seems more concern-
ed with the symbolic content than
with a realistic attack on prob-
lems and personalities. As a link,
the play makes use of symbolic
devices Mrs. Helseth, an old
housekeeper, believes she sees a
white horse whenever there is
going to be a death but the
symbolism is not yet at the focus
of the drama, as is the tower in
The Master Builder. Rosmer-
sholm, showing its debt to the
earlier realistic drama, is also
Ibsen's most careful and penetrat-
ing investigation into the minds
and emotions of his characters.
The fact that play has histori
cal importance for Ibsen scholars
does not mean that it must be a
good play for the theater. But
Rosmersholm is. Ibsen has intro-
duced us to six of his most inter-
esting characters. We have Ros-me- r,
a weak-wille- d seeker after
truth who resigned from the
clergy when he began to accept
liberal views; Kroll, the arch-conservati- ve,
a pillar of society;
Brandel, a ham actor masquerad-
ing as a philosopher; and Mor-tensgar- d,
a power hungry editor
of a radical newspaper. The two
women are the superstitious Mrs.
Halseth and Rebecca West, the
women who, in her desire to have
her own way, makes Hedda Gab-l- er
look like a Girl Scout.
If we stop at character and
symbolism, we still have not
found the heart of the play. Like
all good plays, this heart is the
action and it is interesting to
note that much of Rosmersholm's
action simply reveals what hap-
pened in the past. Like Oedipus,
Rosmer is trying to find out the
truth, in effect, of who killed his
wife. But unlike Oedipus, when
all the author's evidence is in we
are still not sure who is respon-
sible. We do see that all concern-
ed must share the responsibility,
but Ibsen is careful not to tip the
balance in favor of one and a-ga- inst
another. It is this situat-tio- n
that gives the director and
his actors their basic problem. For
while an luthor can write a play
without clarifying all the events
and character, an actor cannot
properly act a role without mak-
ing specific decisions about all of
the facts that affect his portrayal.
If, for example, a murder mys-
tery ends without indicating the
murderer, the director and actors
must decide who the murderer
is. An actor cannot possibly bring
any truth to the role without
knowing where he stands.
So in Rosmersholm we have
had to come to decisions. In try-
ing to find the truth behind the
characters we have tracked down
every clue Ibsen gave us. We
have explored the world behind
the words, and decided the signi-
ficant action occurs here in the
sub-tex- t. We all know that the
word "yes" can mean "yes" "no,"
or even "perhaps," depending on
the speaker's intonation and the
situation. When Rosmer says
"Good morning dear. Do you
want something?" what he means
is a combination of "What did
you say" and "Don't bother me."
All we are doing is filling in
Ibsen's outline with the ideas and
emotions of the actors, hoping
come February 12, it makes a
worthwhile evening in the thea-
ter. That, of course, is up to you.
Tickets for Rosmersholm are
on sale at the box office of
the Hill Theater from 1:30 to 3:30
P.M. All performances begin at
8:30 P.M. with the exception of
the Sunday matinee, which is at
3:00 P.M.
The Seagull, which was the
fourth and last play produced in
the '53 season, was warmly re-
ceived by audiences, thus con-
firming the producers' belief that
the classics had a hold on New
York. It was subsequently dis-
covered that the announcement
of a limited run of, say, Shake-
speare was financially plausible
at the Phoenix while it would be
impossible on Broadway, be-
cause there was an audience anx-
ious to attend, and because actors
were willing to spend six weeks
Cont. on page 8, Col. 1
MYERS TALKS ON
MENTAL MOMENTS
by James R. Kirk
Professor Gerald E. Myers de-
livered a lecture entitled
Moments" for the Kenyon
,.
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.
;.
! Symposium on Sunday, January
'
-
'
'
--19. He brgon--b;y--Moiin-g- that-thcr- e -
' is no ultimate criterion for dis- -
! '. tinguishing between 'mental' and
; x 'physical' in pre-philosop- hic and
x, philosophic usages of the terms.
To call an event 'mental', he says
i - is not to deny that it is in some
; ;
' sense, 'physical.' Cartesian dual- -
..
: i- - i ists, however, insisted that events
the Hill Theatre't are either 'mental' or 'physical,'
PHOENIX DISPLAY FAILURE AT
CAPTURING THEATER'S GLAMOR
but not both. They contended
that mental and physical events
have no properties in common,
and thus raised the question of
causality.
How are the apparent inter-
actions between the mind and the
body to be accounted for if they
have no properties in common?
How can acts of will interrupt the
supposed mechanical determinism
of the physical world? Myers
suggests that properties belong-
ing to both mental and physical
events can be formuatled, "e.g.,
the property of belonging to the
same biography." But belonging
to the same biography is not a
property in the same way that
extension or hardness are proper-
ties, and this example, one might
conjecture, does not provide a
solution to the problem of inter-
action.
Cont. on page 8, Col. 2
Drama Department to
Sponsor Play Contest
On Tuesday March 3, the Dra-
matic Club and the Department
of Drama will sponsor the sev-
enth Interdivision One-A- ct Play
Contest. This contest, the most
successful non-athlet- ic interdivi-
sion activity, promises to provide
the Gambier community with an
evening of sparkling entertain-
ment and the members of the
participating divisions with acting
and directing experience.
The Hill Theater audience can
expect to see performances of
conventional one-a- ct plays, adap-
tations of longer works, original
student dramas, and satiric re-
views.
Last year's contest was won by
the Archon Fraternity with their
production of My Son the Swe-
dish Film Maker, a parody on
Bergman. This year's winning di-
vision will receive custody of the
Interdivision One-A- ct Play Con-
test Trophy, until the next con-
test.
John Hattendorf, president of
the Dramatic Club, expects an
even larger participation in this
contest because of the success of
last year's "evening in the the-
ater." He urged all divisions to
participate because, in his opin-
ion, "such a contest affords a di-
vision an opportunity to work to-
gether on an enjoyable project
and would even be a good pledge
activity."
Prior experience in dramatics
is not necessary since the dra-
matic club will provide a staff
and advice for division produc-
tions. The final date for entry is
February 15.
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Cocks: "Tom
Jones" Not A
Work of Art
"The trouble with costume
films," Alfred Hitchock once said
in an interview, "is that no one
seems to go to the bathroom."
Whatever else one may have a-ga- inst
it, Tony Richardson's Tom
Jones can never be accused of
avoiding the issue. Not only do
most of the characters in the film
seem perfectly, and at times re-
pulsively human, but Richardson
and his collaborator John Osborne
(who wiutc Uie adaplaliun and
screen - play) have managed
gleefully to observe most of them
with their collective pants down;
and this, I think, is the greatest
failing of their film. It is not so
much a failure of realism as a
concept, but rather as a concept
remodeled into prurient hyper-
bole.
I am thinking now in particular
of the character of Squire Wester
who, as played by Hugh Griffith,
manages to bully, kick and man-
handle into the background every
other performer in the films. I've
never cared very much for Mr.
Griffith and his work in Tom
Jones convinces me that he is the
most outrageous overactor in
films today: he snores when he
should nod, pukes when he should
belch and rapes when he should
caress. I don't know of anyone
either, with the possible excep-ti- o
of John L. Lewis, who gets
more mileage out of his eye-
brows. Mr. Griffith's eyebrows
resemble the hanging gardens of
Babylon, which would be very
nice indeed if he'd only keep
them still long enough for us to
admire them. But no such luck;
he keeps them jumping around
like the Olympics gymnastic
team: in dramatic scenes he
raises them to aproximately the
middle of his cranium, for his
scenes of drunken stupor he low-
ers them across his eyelids, for
the comedy scenes he arches them
ad rolls his eyes. It's difficult,
though, to put all the blame on
Hugh Griffith, because Tony
Richardson made no apparent at-
tempt to stop him. And John Os-
borne's wide-ope- n and inaccurate
interpretation of the character of
Western itself abetted him. Field-
ing didn't particularly care for
Western and parodied him ruth-
lessly, so ruthlessly that Thomas
DeQuincey called the portrayal
"not only a malicious, but also
an incongrous libel." But Osborne
and Richardson have transformed
him into a lovable old sot who
sleeps with his hounds, is drunk
by noon and wenches it merry.
Those who like and admire Tom
Jones for its faithfulness to the
original, either in style or spirit,
(and there are a surprising num-
ber of these) had better take
another look at the novel. West-
ern practically dominates the
film, Western's is an absurd char-
acterization, ad th film suffers
because of him.
Truffaut has said that as a cri-
tic he found it good discipline to
summarize the plotline of a film
because it helped him to discover
and understand the tricks a di-
rector uses to hide or smooth over
the weaknesses of the script;
Tom Jones might serve as an an-
thology of the worst and most
obvious of these. Fast action,
jumpcuts, stop-fram- es and the
most incredibly baroque wipes
since the days of Busby Berkley
not only abound but are repeated
time and again, so often that af-
ter the first twenty minutes or
so the film looks like a primer
on cinematic technique. The much
discussed and admired opening
scene, for example, done in si-
lent film style, complete with
titles, is very nice, very cute
but why was it done this way
at all? The scene has more than
its share of intrinsic humor; why
not tell the episode straight, with-
out frills? The answer would
seem simply to be that Richard-
son thinks unless he can pull a
rabbit out of his camera in every
scene the audience will be bored
And he's probably right, but
bored because they will have
caught him at his own deception:
consider Osborne's script.
I don't think that one scene in
Tom Jones runs for any longer
man rour minutes; Fielding's lei-
surely, flowing prose has been
diced up by Osborne into a loose-
ly ' connected series of frenetic
sceneletts which resemble noth-
ing so much as a group of man-
nered vaudeville blackouts. Rich-
ardson takes over, and to give
the adaptation some kind of con-
tinuity splices things together
with a group of charlatanic
tricks. (He did much the same
thing in The Loneliness of the
Long-Distan- ce Runner, although
there he had a much stronger
script to work from.) I don't
mind brafurra technique, I rather,
in fact, like it; but I do ask that
it not be made an end in itself
and that it furthermore evolve
as a necessity of style and
mood, not as a red herring. There
is an elementary rule of magic
which pertains: a magician, when
he must pull something from his
sleeve or stuff something in his
pocket, will make a flourish with
the hand not engaged, to distract
the audience from the mechanics
of the illusion. And as the whole
illusion collapses when we see
the pull-strin- g up the magi-
cian's sleeve, so too does the film
when its tricks of style show
through.
There are some things so good
about Tom Jones that the over-
all failure of the film is all the
more disappointing. The eating
scene, for instance, with Tom
and Mrs. Waters is justly re-
nowned, and the London Street
scenes are almost perfect, rather
like Hogarth in technicolor, Al-
bert Finney makes a fine, brawl-
ing Tom, Susanna York is a gor-
geous Sophie, and Edith Evans
an appropriately strait-lace- d Mrs.
Western. But acting honors
in spades go to Diane Cilento as
Molly, whose voice coils around
you like a teasing serpent.
Two scenes which are receiving
considerable attention I thought
badly misdirected and did not
care for: the hunting scene, film-
ed with a frenzy of hand held
cameras and blurry technicolor,
emerges as demoniacal blood orgy
instead of the sweeping, exciting
spectacle it should properly have
been (contrast this scene with
Huston's top hunting episode in
The List of Adrian Messenger) ;
the hanging scene struck me as a
rather gratuitous dig at the evils
of capital punishment.
There is a need in films today,
a desperate one, for good enter-
tainment, and I am perfectly wil-
ling to accept a film within those
limits and judge it accordingly.
But I would think it an insult to
classify Tony Richardson, John
Osborne, Albert Finney and the
rest (excepting Hugh Griffith) as
entertainers, and they themselves
in Tom Jones are asking to be
considered rather as artists. This
is too bad. The film succeeds,
brilliantly, as a light entertain-
ment, but when it oversteps its
goals as it almost always does
and ventures into the realm
of art, it is time, however reluct-
antly we may, to bolt the door.
college siiigers
visit lake erie
Monday, January 27, the Ken-yo- n
Singers presented their first
concert "outside the microcosm."
The forty-fiv- e minute program
was featured at a weekly assem-
bly of the Lake Erie College for
Women in Painesville, Ohio.
The Singers were treated to
dinner at Lincoln Commons by
the women's choir, and performed
shortly thereafter. Their reper-
toire included twelve numbers in
addition to certain selections from
Rogers and Hammerstein's South
Pacific. Featured soloists were:
Jim Atkinson and Tom Lockhard
in the Negro spiritual, "Set Down
Servant;" Ford Tucker in the
folk song, "Shenandoah;" and Jim
Williams in "Mary Had a Baby"
and "Turtle Dove." The perfor-
mance concluded with three of
Kenyon's favorite songs: "A Song"
of Farewell," "Ninety-Nine- ,"
and "Philander Chase."
Vlacli , , ,
Cont. from page 5
was an outstanding first violinist
in each of the three quartets, yet
in the final two pieces the
strength of second violinist Yaclav
Snitil was apparent. As is neces-
sary in a good string quartet, he
deftly followed the lead of the
first violin, but in doing so dis-
played his own skill as a soloist.
The final number on the pro-
gram was the First String Quar-
tet in E minor by Smetana. The
quartet provided enjoyable listen-
ing with its attractive themes and
movements, but in this selection
our attention was drawn to violist
Josef Kodousek. His performance
could have been a bit stronger,
but he by no means detracted
from the overall excellence of the
Quartet.
Beethoven Symphonies
passages. The total effect is one
of frequent surging energy,
rather than Toscanini's rhythmic
sharpness or Monteux's smoother
slowness. The last movement is
treated similarly by each con-
ductor to the first: Toscanini's
treatment is quick; Monteux's is
fast and dramatic; Von Karajan's
about the same tempo as Tosca-nin- i,
but smoother in the drama-
tic, energetic passages, giving a
more flowing, though rhythmic,
quality.
In the fourth symphony, Von
Karajan begins in a slow, mys-
terious manner to contrast with
the tremendous gaiety and vigor
of much of the remainder of this
subtly humorous and carefree
piece. Throughout the work he
slows down very slightly in some
of the softer passages. Toscanini,
instead, runs through the piece
as a whole very rapidly, partic-
ularly the third movement. This
detracts somewhat from the witty
contrast of loud and soft, the
short crescendos and decrescen-do- s
throughout the piece. Unlike
both Toscanini and Von Karajan,
Bruno Waller, with the Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, takes the
symphony generally much slower
and with less contrast. He also
tends to overemphasize the first
violins. The total effect is bur-
densome rather than quick and
contrasting.
In the first movement of the
Ninth Symphony Von Karajan
displays utter genius. The soft
PROF. SULLIVAN WEIGHS
NUCLEAR TESTING BAN
by Phil
On Monday evening, January
27, Professor Cornelius Sullivan
addressed a sizeable gathering in
Philomathesian Hall on the topic
of "The Nuclear Test Ban
Treaty." Mr. Sullivan, Visiting
Associate Professor of Political
Science, asserted that the treaty's
effect is now and will for a long
time remain an unknown quan-
tity, but that the possible advan-
tages in the political sphere,
even if partially unfulfilled, are
worth the risks which the United
States is taking in the military
sphere. He described the treaty as
a "first hopeful step" toward a
possible eventual assuagement of
tensions and deceleration of the
United States-Sovi- et Union arms
race, compared to which "all
other arms races pale into insig-
nificance."
Sullivan, who came to Kenyon
directly from a high-lev- el post
in the Pentagon, first spoke of
the nature of the present arms
race and of the development of
arms races in general. History
tells us that arms races, which
start from a change in status quo
and the corresponding reactions,
always lead to war. However,
there is one crucial factor in any
arms race that of mutual dis-
trust or suspicion. Whereas C. P.
Snow argues that the mere exis-
tence of arms brings on a war,
Sullivan alleged that if the fac-
tor of distrust and suspicion can
be reduced or even eliminated,
the mere presence of stockpiled
weapons may make no difference.
"Each duty" without war, he as-
serted, "is another step towards
rationality."
Testing is the most objection-
able aspect of the arms race.
".
. . each time a test is announc-
ed, it serves as a fearful remind- -
Cont. from page 5
parts in the beginning are about
a whisper and loud passages
crisp and clean, while, in both
extremes, he hardly misses a
single musical subtlety, empha-
sizing each instrument with ut-
ter precision and balance. In the
last movement, he is joined by
an excellent young group of
German soloists who seem to
have a truly "German" under-
standing of their parts. The
chorus is also fine. In the Tos-
canini and in the Ansermet (con-
ducting L'Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande) performance the
choruses and soloists are also
quite good. But George Szell
(conducting the Cleveland Sym-
phony Orchestra) unfortunately
has a rather poor group of solo-
ists (and they are horribly re-
corded by Epic).
Perhaps one of the greatest
features of the Von Karajan re-
cordings is the recording quality.
The taping is relatively unalter-
ed, "straight". The soft passages
are really soft and loud passages
are really loud, just as in a live
conceit (This may also explain
why Von Karajan's perform-
ances seem to have greater truer
contrast of soft and loud than the
others). The other recordings
have less contrast than should be
(too much control turning, which
is a major weakness of many
recordings today). Furthermore,
the depth in the DGG recordings
is magnificent, while maintaining
superb instrumental clarity.
Cerny
er" of the imminent danger ere-ate- d
by nuclear, thermonuclear
and even more refined weapons
Since the United States developec
the thermonuclear bomb, the
"arms race cycle has spiraled up.
ward to the point where onlv
control of the armaments them,
selves can reduce tensions.
The controversy over the test
ban, according to Sullivan, is d
to the treaty's two major a-
spects: military and political. Ht
emphasized the opposing report;
of the two Senate committees
Foreign Relations and Prepared-
ness, after hearing substantial;
the same witnesses: the forme
approved the treaty, the latter
rejected it. The military objectior.
is basically that no missile sy-
stem and no weapon could be
tested under operational cond-
itions without exploding nuclear
weapons in the atmosphere. Ho-
wever, Sullivan contended, the
treaty does not ban production
of tested weapons, and the num-
bers may be enough to suffice in
the absence of new, highly devel
oped systems.
But the most substantial gains
which the treaty provides for lie
in the political sphere. Specif-
ically, it limits the possible nevr
entrants into the arms race and
inhibits weapons development,
thus opening the door to future
agreement on specific issues and,
perhaps, eventual "general and
complete disarmament." The i-
nterests of the two sides must be
turned from defeating each other
to a mutual interest in global
survival. Only in this fashion,
maintain Sullivan au fond can
the arms race be prevented front
escalating into universal
All of the mentioned perform-
ances are excellent, except ma-
ybe the Szell Much depends c:
the individual listener's taste. B.:
what makes Von Karajan's pe-
rformances so unique and brillar;
a broader or freer outlook. Th;
other conductors, notably To-
scanini and Walter, seem to hav:
more fixed ideas in their a-
pproaches. Both have very famou:
recordings of all nine symphon-
ies. Toscanini often seems to
"zippy" or racy and Walte' tfc
heavy. Von Karajan, on th;
other hand, seems a compromise
between the two. Yet his per'
formances have something more
For, while demanding instr-
umental perfection, he also show':
a freer expression, combining
sensitivity for the Beethoven o!
each symphony with a sensibi-
lity for the Beethoven of all
them.
Coming events at nearby colleges
universities which might be of inter5'
to Kenyon students:
Louis Armstrong
Ohio State University (Mershon Aw
ditorium)
Friday, Feb. 14, 8 p.m.
Tennessee William's "Summer and SmoV
Lake Erie College
Feb. 21-2- 2, 26-2- 9
Renaissance Music:
Concert by the Antioch Ensemble
Antioch College
Sunday, Feb. 23, 8:30 p.m.
CAGERS DOWN WOOSTER
DEFENSE SPARKS WIN
Kenyon's basketball squad copped its third victory ot the seas-
on, last Saturday, downing a strong Wooster quintet by a 79-5- 8
margin- - The win, the Lord's second in their last three contests,
gave them a 3-- 9 mark on the year. Played before a highly part-
isan crowd, the triumph was one of the high points of the Military
gall week-en- d.
Hampered by injuries, Kenyon was a decided under-do- g in the
contest. The powerful Wooster combination went into the game
boasting a 10-- 5 over-a- ll record, including a win over Ohio Confere-
nce leader Wittenberg. Once the game got under way, however,
seemed as if Coach Bob Harrison'sit boys could do no wrong, for
they romped to an easy victory.
Both teams held their own for have several tough contests com-th- e
first five minutes the first ing-u- p: They clash with Ohio
half. Then, while holding a 7-- 6 Wesleyan on February 11 and
edge, the Lords gained control Conference leader Wittenberg on
and were never headed. At the the 23rd.
half, Kenyon held the lead by a Earlier in thg week) (he Lords
12 point spread, 38-2- 6. Sparked got dumped by a powerful Mari- -
by strong aeiensive piay, tne
Lords held their own during the
second half. At the final buzzer
the score stood 79-5- 8.
Superior defensive play and
foul shooting proved to be the
margin of victory in this contest.
Both squads hit 509r of their
snois, inciii.s wut ui schedule was a contest
do, wane me oiuis manage iu Akron on January 18.
get off only 46 shots. The Lords
made 13 of 18 at the foul line,
while Wooster hit only 12 out of
24. The fine defensive play of
co-capt- ain Dave Schmidt and John
Lynn also took its toll on Woost-
er, Bill Gribble, the Scot's big
gun, was held scoreless in the
first half, and managed to score
only 6 points off Lynn during
the entire game.
Both Schmidt and Lynn had
been out of action for most of the
season. Co-capt- ain Schmidt, who
has been playing with an injured
knee, played a major role in
sparking the team to victory.
High scores for Coach Harrison's
llrtr., 1 j; i.1 IT J 11
TYPING
Mrs. John Ackerman
392-845- 8
etta squad, losing 82-5- 6. This was
their ninth loss of the season.
The previous Saturday, the Ken-
yon hoopsters clashed with Baldwin--
Wallace at the Werthimier
Field House. They edged the op-
position, 54-5- 2, for their second
victory of the season. Also on the
held at
In this
game the hapless Lords helped
the powerful Akron five set a
new scoring record, as they re-
ceived a 126-4- 3 pasting.
have been enthused. backstrokeA.rv I1 n ucc veryvwj
poor showing against the state the victory.
squad, the game was almost as
would indicate, inmclose as the score
Kenyon's goalie, Craig Jackson,
--
.17 c timprh makine 51 saves and
Middle Kenvon and Middle West finishing the whole game atter a
Wing are the only undefeated second period injury.
teams in the "A" league while
South Leonard, East Wing, have
yet to lose in the "B" league.
Lord Diver Dave Gullion notches 5 points as Kenyon sinks Wittenberg 51-4- 4
Coaches' Corner
Tom Edwards
Q. Has the team done as well as almost any position.
you expected this year? Q. What freshmen have perform- -
A. We knew at the beginning of ed well to date?
the year that we would have A. Ted Arnold has done a real
problems. Over the last two years good job for us. Tim Holder is an- -
quintet were Brian Farney and bread and butter swimmers (boys though he hasn't shown a lot of
Ken Klug, scoring 20 and 22 jje Phil Mayher, Dave Evans, improvement thus far.
points, respectively; following and Bud Kuppenheimer, to name Q. How should we do as a team
them was co-capt- ain Randy Liv- - a few) and have had trouble re- - in the conference championships?
ingston with 15 points. placing them. However, I am not A. On paper, both Baldwin-Wa- l-
--i 1 i j Oberlin.
sur- - Miller, zuu yo. creasibuunc anu
Dave Gullion, 100 and 200 yd. The grapplers once again have
minton and volleyball tourna- - has been a big boost. I've also quite a few good seniors
Boys like Claggett, La
forfeit problems. Alter Jim rtat--
"uuuia 111 LMJin lOOLDail ariu VOliey- - , f V,Qoi7-iruroicrVi- t
. . . . . . rr.n:- - nr;n ,o trood nucleus trav went out tor neavyweignt.
ICEMEN DROP OPENER 3-- 2 TO OHIO STATE J.V.'S
The Kenvon ei s "nai 6""- -son on a msi uiv-m.- .. r,i,iip
v, m,i. red as the O.S.U. goalie
goal. Then in the that tnere was very mue cnecK.- -
the Buckeyes ing and not a single penalty was
- j ...: thpmwlvps called. So far as statistics go,
The first of the pair shots compared to u.b.u.s 01.
O.S.U.'s goals were scored bycame at 13:02 and was the play
which Jackson was injured. Drake (Z) and raiave, wnn as- -
He made the save and was then sists going to Saferd, Edwards,
checked into the goal. The other and Hossell. The starting Lord's
was as follows: Jerrysquadwell-execu- t-State goal came on a
ed two on one break which saw Miller, center; Jim Foster, right
, . i "Dn Rorrott loft wincf
O.S.U.'s JV's started the action U u. s - Schmidlapp and Jeff Went- -tally A last p Pith 1:40 gone in the first period Cr.g
the Lord's resulted m tne c.nL-b- ybv slappingl i theuiu yup ck past Jack- - occur- -
allowed
T C- - Hon BT,S .oS Pas. ,o sM.
lal Jlm Foster to ..e .he re
front ot tne J-n- e t,after a scramble in
son, goalie.
PAGE SEVEN
TANKMEN DUNK TIGERS
On January 17 the Kenyon tively.
swimming team matched forces
with one of its big non-conferen- ce
brothers, Ohio University. As ex-
pected, the Lords succumbed to
the might of the larger school.
There were some good Kenyon
Baldwin-Wallace- ). A capacity
Charlie Evans freestyled 50 crowd in the Schaffer pool gal-yar- ds
in 24.4 to land a second lery watched Kenyon finally
place berth. Tim Holder free- - come out on top in this exciting
styled 100 in 54.7, to gain equal
points and the third Kenyon runn-
er-up was John Miller, breast
performances, however. Jim stroking 200 yards in 2:34.4
Young won the 200 yard breast When it was all over, the score- -
stroke in 2:31.3. Captain Tom La
Baugh got a first in the 200 yard
individual medley in 2:18.1. Other
winners were Dave Gullion and
Mike Claggett in the 200 yard
backstroke (2:15.7) and the 500
yard freestyle (5:43.2), respec- -
board read:
34.
Then, on January 20, the swim-
mers were really up for a key
meet with one of Kenyon's two
major swimming
year: Wittenberg
contest, by defeating the power-
ful Tigers (O.A.C. relay cham-
pions) by a score of 51-4- 4.
The Lords lost both relay
events, but took first place in all
O.U.-6- 1 and Kenyon other categories except the 50
and 100 yard freestyles (freestyle
sprinting has been our handicap
throughout the season). Claggett
managed to win both the 200 and
worries this 500 yard freestyles in 1:59.1 and
(the other is 5:45.1, respectively. Other win
ners were La Baugh 200 yard
individual (2:17.1), Gullion low
board diving and 200 yard back-
stroke (2:15.2), Ted Arnold
butterfly (2:24.3), and Young -2-
00 yard breast stroke (2:32.3).
Those who copped second place
honors were Holder in the 200
yard free, Nick Harris off the
low board, Ed Telling (close be-
hind Claggett) in the 500 free,
and Miller in the 200 yard breast
stroke.
The Lords broke five records
during the encounter. Senior co-capt- ain
Mike Claggett set new
dual meet and varsity marks in
the 200 yard freestyle. His time
in the 500 free was a dual meet
record breaker also. Ted Arnold
,, butterflyed 200 yards to a new
I MA TMFM ROW dual meet mark and Jim Youngj lrlf 1 IVllsl y UJ rr obliterated all dual meet preced- -
!
--ns- f" ents in the 200 breast stroke.DET! 1 ( JlSIKJry LtltLJ The victory was very encourag- -
ing, but there is one team in the
On January 18, the Kenyon ohio Conference which seems
wrestling team played nosts to a stm stronger than Wittenberg:
powerful Denison team, bowing BaldwinWaliace. When these two
by a score of 29-- 3. At Hi lbs. schools clashed it was Wittenberg
Norm Hartsel lost by the close that wgnt down in defeat The
score of 6-- 4 to a boy who finished
second in the conference last year.
we have lost about 80 of our other boy who should help, even Gerry Hafer, a freshman wrestl
ing 147, was pinned by Ed Sea-
son who was 2nd in the state last
With the return of Schmidt and disappointed with the team. They lace and Wittenberg should beat tain Rick Wortman 4.3, Wortman
Lynn, and the fine playing of the have shown good spirit and have us (even though we beat Witten- - beat stege last year jn the reg- -
leam last Saturday, uoacn nar- - w'orked hard. berg m a dual meet earner tms
rison feels that the boys have a q jn which events is the team year). We still have a good
good chance of improving on strong or weak? chance, but we definitely aren't
their record. However, the Lords a. Our major weakness lies in favored. If we would win, it
the freestyle sprints. Including would be our eleventh straight
INTRAMURALS
the relays, there are 11 freestyle championship.
sprints in a meet. This has defi- - Q. What swimmers should do well
nitely hurt us. We also have a in the individuals?
With three intramural events derjth nroblem in three positions A. We have four boys who won
completed, East Division holds a
comfortable lead in the race for
the championship trophy. They
are followed by Middle Hanna
and last year's Trophy winner,
South Leonard.
East Division took first place
Kenyon vs. B-- W showdown on
February 8 will be the most im-
portant dual of the year, and its
results will be indicative of Ken-von- 's
chances in the upcoming
year as a high school senior. Tom conference championships at
Stege, Denison's 157 lb. wrestler Denlson this March.
narrowly, deteated kenyon uap- - januarv 30 saw the Kenvon
ular season, and then lost to him
in the Conference Tournament;
Stege went on to win the 157
weight class championship. Dick
Ray beat Denison's Lee Mc-Bri- de
7-- 2, and recorded Kenyon's
only win of the day, the final
score being 29-- 3.
On February 1, Kenyon was
men submerge Akron University
to the tune of 61-3- 4. Akron only
managed to win three events.
Both relays went to Kenyon. Hol-
der took the 200 yard freestyle
in 2:01.8 and it was Evans in the
50 free with a time of 24.3 Holder
came through again, this time
freestyling 100 in 54.2. Backstrok-e- r
Dave Gullion took on all com-
ers with a mark of 2:17.1 for 200
- oacKstroKe, ouuey, ..u u- - u 7 " 'ZTe supposed to travel to Oberlin for yards. Long distance star Mikesecond men. and they .all have a chance . .lack goodine We yearw idi.. ji g. uuu but the 500pRonph its second conference meet, Claggett did it again inis the to repeat. They are Tom LaBaugh,Our strongest position rnncppd due free with the watch readme 5:36.1
v-osctQt-
rnWe Also our first back- - 200 yd. individual medley; Jim
:.: . , u v ,mH Rrtstrnke- - John to an epidemic 01 impetigo atstroke position is in goou nanus. juuh5, j". -
Q. What individuals
prised you?
have
for a new varsity record. It was
Miller in the breast stroke at
2:31.1.
Trouble came to Schaffer pool
on the first of the month in the
can, while Middle Hanna took over the showing 01 emnS . - a- - - nprnptlial form of tremendous (by our
the badminton crown. West Wing this year. And of course Mike returning tor next year standards) Miami University. The
'finished spmnrf in hnth tho had- - P.lappett's fantastic improvement A. It's dllllCUll to say. we iusc .v.
--i
this now there is no one in the 130 lb. swampeu ji-- oi uciuic
class, so Kenyon will lne war Dan weeKena crowa.
ments, and South Leonard was been happy with tne swimming ycai. i u Thev eked-o- ut iust four winning
runnerup in the football league.
George Callaghan of Middle
Hanna won the singles badminton
trophy by topping West Wing's
Eric Busch in the final round of
the double elimination tourna-
ment. In the doubles matches
Denny McKnew and Steve Cona-fa- y,
also of Middle Hanna, won
the championship by beating
Tom Carr and Dick Scheidenhelm
of East Division.
Presently the "A" and "B" bas
ketball leagues are in progress
Tnm T.aBaueh. the teams Baugn,1, U-Ullio- n, anu reiiy iuj a5n. r
workhorse, who could swim at will be tough to replace.
TCenvnn's Hockev Club lost to home team
tv, nv,i Stat Junior Varsity second period
team Friday night by a score
3-- 2. Surprisingly, after last year s a
weight
again ai
behind at the start of each match. performances. La Baugh was one,
doing the 200 individual medley
in 2: 16.7. Gullion won the back-
stroke contest (2:14.3) and Clag-
gett broke his two day old varsity
record in the 500 free this time in
5:35.5. Young breast stroked to
or scoieu iwu.c - 6- -- - a 2;30.9 victory. Despite the fact
3-- 1 lead and, as it turned oul, xxenyun j - -that Mike Claggett took second
in the 200 yard freestyle event,
his time was excellent and he set
still another varsity record for
that race: 1:57.8.
Miami, like O.U. was not a
battle the Lords expected to win,
but rather a speed and character
building affair.
$20.00. This fact, however, as-
sures all the members that they
The Hockey Club started in the will play demonstrated at Ohio
winter of 1961-196- 2, is not a State where everyone took the
"team" in the formal sense, but ice, despite the closeness of the
is self-sustaini- ng Club. Dues are score.
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PHOENIX MENTAL MOMENTS . . . Aldrich Appointed
Cont. from page 5
playing at a low salary in parts
otherwise denied to them.
The Theatre established limited
runs of six weeks for all their
productions, provided they were
financially successful. As on
Broadway, there was a four-wee- k
rehearsal schedule. However,
they worked, and still work, un-
der the disadvantage of having
no out-of-to- wn try-ou- t. Of this
the producers say: ". . . we feel
that our productions, on their
opening nights, make up in vigor
and freshness of performance
what they may lack in polish."
The Phoenix does not limit it-
self to the classics or to plays by
established playwrights. Their
third production in 1953 was The
Golden Apple, a musical based on
the judgment of Paris. It won
the New York Drama Critics cir-
cle, the Donaldson, and Page One,
Newspaper Guild Awards; and,
after enjoying a successful run
at the Phoenix, was moved to the
Alvin Theatre on Broadway. The
producers contend that, while
they are not a proving ground
for Broadway, they are not re-
luctant to move a show there
where it may be appreciated by
a larger audience. The most re-
cent production to move from the
Phoenix to Broadway was Arthur
Kopit's controversial hit, Oh
Dad, Poor Dad, Mamma's Hung
You in the Closet and I'm Feelin'
so Sad.
The exhibit at Chalmer's Libr-
ary, though it presents an impres-
sive gallery of stars in a number
of stage successes, fails to cap-
ture any of the glamor of the
Phoenix's first ten years. The
photographs are unaccompanied
by explanation except for a date
and the names of the leads, direc-
tors, and writers (often these are
omited). There are no photo-
graphs of the theatre itself, nor
any of productions in rehearsals.
No biography of the theatre is at-
tempted. The exhibit provokes
only mild interest, and would be
incomprehensible, were it not for
three articles in bound period-
icals laid out in feeble
Call ail Passes , , .
Cont. from page 1
He was a member and frequent
author of articles for the Ameri-
can Historical Association and the
Ohio Academy of History.
Upon his retirement from Ken-yo- n
in 1953, the College honored
Professor Cahall with a degree
of Doctor of Humane Letters. It
is in the opening words of the de-
gree's citation that the best as-
sessment of him and tribute to
him is found: "His early promise
at Kenyon College has been am-
ply fulfilled in nearly four de-
cades of teaching and active par-
ticipation in the life of the col-
lege and community."
ADDRESS
Cont. from page 5
The confused conceptions which the dial, yet, a moment later, he
have generated the mind-bod- y can remember what time the
problem are a mixture of com- - watch indicated. He 'unconscious- -
mon-sen- se inferences, conclu- - ly experienced' the event at time
sions from experimental psychol- - 1 and recalled the experience
ogy, and philosophic usages of the of the event at time 2. If Myers
terms 'mental' and 'physical'. In is right there is no 'abrupt dis- -
calllng an event 'mental' it is continuity,' and there is more
often meant that it is 'private', or than a causal relationship, be- -
tween conscious and non-co- n-experienceable by one person
i nri that it nnt PvtpnHpH scious events. Conscious and un- -
ir cLp A rainhnw is under- - conscious occurrences
stood to be such an event, but a
rainbow is unextended and in
public space; i.e., we can all wit-
ness the rainbow. Furthermore,
Myers says, he believes that a
psychoanalysist has access to
mental events of which a person
ternative to looking for an ulti-
mate differentation.
Mvers considered the notion of
Myers strives
'inner experience,' by which he
means "an awareness of some
Mvprc ZiCTrw; Vint nrnnncpi: that
resemble
each other and one is 'aware' of
unconscious events.
Some unconsciously exper-ienceab- le
events are of 'outer' ex-
perience, i.e., they require a
sense organ for their existence.
'Physical' events are said to be
undergoing psychoanalysis is not inexperienceable, whereas 'men-awar- e.
tal1 events said to bein- - are experi-abilit- yAnd the embarrassing
of atomic physicists to enceable. Myers attempts to show,
however, that some aspects of 'in-iali- tylocate matter casts doubt on spat- -
ner' experience are physical. Thatas a criterion for distinc- -
is-
-
he that unconscioustion. In short, the problem is ob- - Proposes
events-
-
some of which reulre ascure, and over-al- l, absolute dis- -
sense-orga- n for their occurences,tinctions are unworkable. Myers
are in some sense Physical,advocates the elucidation of the Traditionally, physiological e- -.implications in the expressionsj .u.; i. - .,1 vents are understood to be inex- -meillcll dliu Jjn.y:icai aa an 01 perienceable and not to resemble
'mental' events. This is the
second 'abrupt discontinuity'
to resolve. He
makes a distinction between i- -
dentifying and non-identifyi- ngthing x but where the character
Properties of event. Foran ex- -,
of x is not identified by means of
. .. flmnlp nne mav hear a vnirp hut
anv sense-orga- n or combination r
of such." 'Inner' experiences, in
one sense, then, are 'mental', and
'outer' or sensory experiences are
be unable to identify the caller by
the sound alone. For identifica-
tion sight may also be required.
, . ,, The calling, then, might be term- -physical . Myers purpose is to f . .
resolve the discontinuity between
'mpntal' and 'nhvsiral ' and in or- -
ed a non-identifyi- ng property of
physiological events (firing of
neurons, physio-chemic- al changesder to do this he turns tto the j b
question of whether there is any
non- - causal continuity between
predominantly mental events and
the factors which contribute to
those events.
Philosophers insist that pain be
conscious, not a neural event, but
rather a mode of awareness.
, . , , . . , event by experiencing a property- -
one can be but not be .. , . ,, , '
(please print or type)
in pain
aware that he is. Similarly, a
person's watch may fall within
his scope of vision without his no-
ting the position of the hands on
Math Grant . . .
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department is limited to those
who can afford Kenyon's tuition.
Finkbeiner hopes he can get
scholarships to accompany the
program.
Students taking the complete
honors program will enroll in a
scholar's section of freshman or
sophomore calculus, depending on
what advanced credit he may re-
ceive. In addition to flexible jun-
ior and senior honors courses, he
can elect linear algebra and geo-
metry, abstract algebra, complex
functions, real functions, topol-
ogy, or probability and statistics.
The department will also offer a
flexible seminar, and continue
its informal problems course.
Additional copies of John Crowe Ransom: A Tribute from The
Community of Letters are available. They may be obtained from
the Collegian by mail, using the coupon below. The price scale is
regular, paper bound, each $ 2.00
special, leather bound, each $ 15.00
lots of ten or more, each $ 1.75
lots of twenty or more, each $ 1.50
All orders are prepaid, and must include 25c for postage and
handling.
(Inquire about special rates to libraries and institutions)
j RANSOM TRIBUTE, Kenyon Collegian, Box 308, Gambier 43022
Please send me copies of the Tribute, for which I enclose
$ including the 25c handling charge.
NAME
j CITY STATE CODE
j supply is limited, clip and mail today
et cetera.)
Conscious events cannot be i-de- ntical
with neural events be-
cause a thing cannot be identified
by just one of its properties. If
one experiences a property of an
event, surely he can be said to
experience that event. One can
be said to experience a neural
oi ii. xet since au tne properties
of neural events are not experi-
enced, conscious events cannot be
identical with neural events.
Professor Myers later noted one
difficulty with his theory: pain
may not be a property, but only
a manifestation of a property of
neural (physical) events in the
same way that combusitibiltiy is
a property of paper, and fire is
a manifestation of that property.
Myers is hopeful that a "tighten-
ing up of the language" will re-
solve the difficulty.
james r. (leaver
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extra allowance of up to $1,000
a year for dependents. The fel-
lowships will be granted for one
year and are renewable for each
of the remaining two years of
study.
Other members of the selection
commitee are: James P. Baxter,
president emeritus of Williams
College, former Senator William
Benton, chairman of the board
of Encylopedia Britannica, and
former Assistant Secretary of
State; Daniel Hoffman, associate
professor of English at Swarth-mor- e
College, poet and literary
critic; Howard C. Peterson, presi-
dent, Fidelity Philadelphia Trust
Co., and former Assistant Secre-
tary of War; and Theodore O.
Yntema, former economics pro-
fessor and vice-preside- nt of Ford
Motor Company.
Dr. Beadle said, "The members
of the committee have the devo-
tion and competence to assist in
finding the talented humanistic
scholars of the future." Tentative
plans are for the committee to
hold its first meeting at Benton's
pfice in New York on March 6.
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LICKING CAMPUS LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
SANITONE CLEANING IS MORE THAN DRY CLEANING
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Operated by Jim Mauro and John Jenkins
THE ONLY COLLEGE-LICENSE- D LAUNDRY
Hours:
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 1- -3
Thursday 12:30 - 3:30
Sunday Night Pickup in Dorms
MILDER. ..MUCH MILDER
At left is depicted a tvpical professor during the regular
session at The University of Wisconsin. He is worried about
his healing bills; bis children have the croup; bis '37 Nash
won't start on cold mornings; be feels a tw inge of lumbago,
lie is about to grade 24.3 mid-semest- er tests. At right is the
same professor during Summer Sessions. Note his healthv
tan. his casual attire. He is about to dismiss his class and
go boating on Lake Mendota. Surveys show that Summer
Sessions professors are milder . . . much milder. For more
information on Summer Sessions, clip this coupon aiul
mail todav.
rT---- r: --- rnuean l. n. aaoiison, university lxi. iviaaison, Wisconsin ojuo.
J Please send me my free 1964 Summer Sessions Bulletin.
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17 feO.
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